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“One evening, years ago, Agnes, Ruby, Zoila, myself and several local
women were sitting around a small fire in a hut in the jungle. We had
recently done ceremony and we were talking, sharing stories and
doing wonderful things together in the most simple of ways.

All of a sudden, Zoila stood up
and began to gather her energy.
I could see her centering herself.
She began circling around the
fire in a clockwise fashion, which
is the direction energy moves
around the earth. She turned to
look at each of us in the eyes,
and then suddenly she turned
her back and took on the shape
of a jaguar, which is her power
animal. She snarled a wild
scream and looked at us as if we
were prey, bounding around the
fire and leaping out of the hut,
leaving us absolutely spellbound.
It was a spectacular example of
someone shape-shifting right
before my eyes, and I was
stunned.

I am very much a 21 century woman of the Western culture.
Although I had heard my teachers speak of what Zoila had just done,
I had never seen it, and frankly, I was skeptical. Now I sat there and
could not move. After a while, those of us still sitting began to talk.
Zoila was gone for several hours. When she returned, she was back in
her human form, but we could still see on the earthen floor the paw
marks of the jaguar where she had been circling the fire. She came in
and sat down with us as if nothing had occurred.

Then she began talking about shape-shifting. Earlier in the day we
had been talking about the different ways our own cultures
experience disease. I told them how difficult it is for my culture to
accept the diagnosis of serious, what we consider “catastrophic”
illness, such as heart disease or cancer, which we experience in
record numbers. To us, there is almost a belief in the inevitability of
an early death even being born into a family with such diseases
because “That is what my family does. They die an early death from
heart disease,” or diabetes, for example.

Then Zoila said, “Don’t you
understand that you don’t have
to choose a dream of suffering
or war? You can choose a dream
of well-being. You can choose a
dream of success. You can
choose a dream of health. Why
would you do otherwise? I am
healthy. Why isn’t everybody
else healthy?”

The women of the Sisterhood of the Shields are dumbstruck by our
“modern” condition because we choose to allow ourselves to live in a
state of consciousness where disease, war and all of the other perils
of our societies have a chance to prosper and to grow. It is a
conscious choice that we make. These conditions thrive precisely
because we believe in them. We believe in their power over us. We
believe in their “inevitability” and, because of our beliefs, we take
actions that fuel their onset. If you come from a family with heart

disease, the chances are that you may also have a genetic weakness
in that area. But that weakness doesn’t mean that you will develop
heart disease. And if you do develop heart disease, it doesn’t mean
that you will die from it at an early age. It doesn’t mean that your life
has to be defined by your heart disease, or that your vitality and joy,
your creativity in this world needs is consumed by the fear of an early
death.

The world in which my teachers live
also has heart disease, cancer, broken
bones – all of the perils of life. But the
people don’t live in the grip of these
hardships. They aren’t weakened to the
point of paralysis by the “inevitability”
of anything. As a result, they don’t
experience the potentiality of these
conditions at anywhere near the rate
that we do in our societies. They know
that if people change their attitude of
fear of disease and change their belief
structure about it, they may still be
fragile in that part of their body, but
now they can put themselves in the
position of strength in living with it.

This is the reality of shape-shifting. If you are someone who believes
that for some reason you don’t deserve or could never have a happy,
successful and healthy life, doing things that you love to do, then you
probably won’t have it. But if you can change your mind-set about the
possibilities that life holds for you, then you can alter the dreary
course of your life. You shape-shift out of a person who is vulnerable

to cancer, for instance, into a person who chooses health and
wellness. You shape-shift out of a person who was born to poverty
into a person who welcomes abundance into your life. You change
your belief structure about your own self-worth and you shape-shift
from a person who has no future into a person with endless
possibilities in life!
Shape-shifting allows us to choose
the dream we want in life. In the
words of the shaman, “Become the
jaguar. Then in that oneness, see the
amazing realm of possibility that lies
before you!” This is the way of the
shape-shifter, and to the shaman, it
is what life is all about. We come
here to learn, little by little, how to
become a total human being, free
from the kinds of ideas and
imperfections that bring us to a place
of suffering and dis-ease.

My Dear Friend,
Can you imagine; you have just arrived in Hawaii. Its early evening and
you take your first walk on the beach. You can feel the silken sands of
Hawaii gently caressing your tired feet. Your feet are cooling in the soft
warm water coming in with the tide. Then you sit underneath the palm
trees as they sing to you softly in the trade winds. You watch the golden
sun slowly move into the sea at sunset. The sky is splashed with purple,
pink and thunderhead clouds edged in luminous gold. Maybe someone
brings you a drink. You sip it happily relaxing and breathing in the fresh
sea air. You are warm and perfectly at ease, calm and moving into the
space of your heart. What a joy it is to give yourself this experience --

to allow yourself to enjoy the luxury that nature provides for you. It is so
seldom it seems, that we bring our environment into our search for
truth.

Is your life as bountiful as you
want it to be? We work so diligently
at improving ourselves, at creating the
life we both desire and deserve, a life
of joy and purpose. How often we find
ourselves standing at yet another
crossroad, wondering which path will
help us to re-invent or re-imagine our
life once again, to fill it with magic and
love. Or maybe, you have given up on
having a life of abundance life, maybe
it feels out of reach.

If you do not believe in your own
success, your life cannot be
enlightened or magical, so how
do we connect with our dreams?
We are all searching for a connection
to magic, but because it is a
mysterious and intriguing part of your
spiritual life, it is impossible to
describe, even as it makes your life
extraordinary. When we believe that
we can think up magic, when we put
our brain in charge of seeking out the
color and strength and beauty that
magic imparts in our life, we become
frustrated and as we try to hold it
and name it, we lose it. Magic is an
aspect of our spiritual connection, it is
an important part of our life as a
Shaman. When we connect to our
own inner wealth, we are on the
pathway to enlightened success and
a truly abundant life!

Dolphins, like other Power
Animals, are messengers to us,
bringing the messages of
abundance and magic to us.
Because dolphins cannot speak
our language, we
must learn to tune into the
images they send us in the
Dreamtime. There is wisdom

in their revelations that we
can use to re-imagine our
lives, to pull the power and
magic of the Universe into
our lives. Together, we will

discover how to take our power,
to become an antenna in the
world to bring down the energy
and power of the universe, bring
up the power that lives within
the earth, so that as mediator,
standing in the middle, we begin
to experience the joys of living a
bountiful life.

In the afternoons, you will be free to explore and take
counsel with the incredible spirits of this beautiful land – the
whales, dolphins, and great sea turtles; the ocean currents and
tropical winds; the spirit of Mauna Loa and the other volcanoes on
this Island, and of Pele, the volcano goddess intimately associated
with creation, itself; the ancient fish ponds dating to 250 B.C.;
petroglyphs, and the voices of this extraordinary place. This is your
time for personal renewal, swimming, and allowing the magic of this
extraordinary place to rejuvenate your spirit. There is even time to
visit surrounding areas of interest – shaman shopping perhaps?

Each evening, we will share
our experience and vision as
the sun sets. If you have a
hand drum or even a rattle,
bring it! If you don’t, come
anyway and move into the
thrilling, mystical power of the
energy of the setting sun.
Our time together in Hawaii
is a wonderful blending of
shamanic teachings, exotic
beauty, and what we learn
from the spirits of place when

we remove ourselves from the
bustle of everyday living. Leave

your worries behind and join me,
on the Kohala Coast of the Big
Island of Hawaii! This is shapeshifting in a magical way.

Out of relationship comes magic. Out
of the friction of forgetting and
remembering comes magic. Out of the
mists of dawn and the mysteries of
creation comes the magic that we call
life. Out of your passion for existence
comes magic.It is time to begin living
a bountiful life of joy and abundance!
I will see you in Hawaii!

In love and spirit,
Lynn

For more information at

www.lynnandrews.com

Have you checked out Lynn’s Incredible
Holiday Gift Basket?
It’s full of wonderful goodies – and you can
WIN IT !!
Check this out – so many amazing gifts!
Go to Lynn’s Facebook page

Find this post – share it on your FB page.
Then enter here:
http://lynnandrews.com/lynns-holiday-giftbasket-giveaway/

Writing Spirit –

The School registration is now open year-round for both
Year One and Year Two. Register before Dec 1 to attend Lynn’s Writers
Retreat in Arizona, held the second weekend in January.

For More Information, and to Register at
www.lynnandrews.com

The Lynn Andrews Shaman Mystery School is a four-year Sacred School.
During the first 2 years, you acquire and develop your shaman sight,
perception, world view and the ability to heal your Self, uncovering and
releasing the conditioning and experiences that have created energy
blocks and kept you from finding your Authentic Self and joy in life. In the
final 2 years, as you continue this journey of shamanic development and
deep personal learning, you experience how to choreograph energy in
magical ways, to open your heart to all new views of your own life, and
take what you are learning out into the world to heal and empower others.

For Information on Registration:
www.lynnandrews.com
********************

Have you visited Lynn’s New Online Store????
Just in time for Holiday Gift-Giving, it’s easier than ever to
order whatever you want of Lynn’s many wonderful
offerings – books, meditations, JT CD sets, and so much
more!
Enter Lynn's New Store Here

